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In the field of three-dimensional computer graphics, rendering refers to the
process of generating images of a scene from a particular viewpoint. There are
many different ways to do this, from the highly interactive real-time rendering
methods [1] to the more photorealistic and computationally intensive methods
[5].
This work is concerned with Physically Based Rendering (PBR), a class of
rendering algorithms capable of achieving a very high level of realism. This is
achievable thanks to physically accurate modelling of the way light interacts with
objects in a scene [7], together with the use of accurately modelled materials and
physical quantities.
Unfortunately, this realism comes at a cost. PBR computations are very
expensive, and it may take several hours to render a single image. Hence, it is no
surprise that most of the research in this field attempts to find ways to reduce
that cost, and produce images in less time.
In spite of their diversity, all physically-based rendering algorithms attempt
to solve the same problem: imitating the visual appearance of an environment as
it would look in real life. This problem is formulated as the rendering equation
[6]. Based on the principle of conservation of energy, this equation states that
the light leaving a surface comprises both the light emitted from the surface,
and that being reflected from other surfaces.
Due to factors relating to geometric complexity of the scene, it is not possible
to solve the rendering equation analytically [7]. This difficulty mandates the use
of numerical techniques, the most popular of which are Monte Carlo techniques.
These were introduced to PBR with distributed ray tracing [3], a technique based
on the ray tracing method [11] which could collect light arriving at a surface
from many different directions in order to include fuzzy phenomena (such as
soft shadows).
Irradiance caching [10] is a particularly useful technique that can be used in
conjunction with distributed ray tracing (as well as other algorithms). Based on
the observation that indirect diffuse lighting varies slowly over a surface [10], it
stores irradiance (view-independent lighting data) in a data structure (usually
an octree) and uses fast interpolation in order to speed up computation.
While one side of PBR research has been formulating more efficient algo-
rithms to render physically-based images faster, another has been exploiting
the embarrassingly parallel nature of ray tracing [4] in order to distribute the
rendering load on many processors or interconnected machines [9].
Research into parallel PBR has so far almost exclusively used the client/server
model. Although some rendering research based on the peer-to-peer (P2P) model
has recently emerged [8, 2, 12], at present (to the best of our knowledge) there is
none that is designed to improve physically-based rendering systems.
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The method we are developing is based on the irradiance caching algorithm.
Given that irradiance stored by a renderer is view-independent, it is easy to share
with other machines, who can then use it directly without having to recompute
it locally. This makes it particularly suitable for use over a P2P network.
Aside from the obvious benefits of free computation resulting in overall
speedup, this novel way of sharing irradiance between peers is expected to
provide new and interesting scenarios in which PBR can be used for collab-
oration between several peers in the same scene, as opposed to the traditional
client/server model where the clients would do the rendering work and the server
would be the only one to see the final images.
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Fig. 1. The Sibenik Cathedral, rendered using our Irradiance Cache
Fig. 2. The Kalabsha Temple, rendered using our Irradiance Cache
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